
Instruction for Danale DVR
V1.3

DVR connection diagram

Interface definition specifications
DC 12V DC12V power input interface
RS485 PTZ control signal interface

RJ45 Ethernet port

USB interface
AUDIO IN Audio input interface

VGA VGA interface for connecting a VGAmonitor
H-DMI HDMI interface for connecting a HD monitor
AOUT Audio output interface

VIDEO IN Camera signal input interface

Login upon booting

* The login interface is popped up after booting. Please use the default user name
admin to log in; You can log in directly since no password has been set in the factory.
As shown in the figure below:



Hard drive installation

* The equipment supports 500GB to 6TB hard drive; Size requirements are presented
as follows: SATA, 3.5 ''; USB hard drive can only be used for backup, rather than
video storage. Steps for installing the hard disk are presented as follows:



Note: After the hard disk is installed, you need to format the hard disk, as shown in
the figure below:



 Record

*Please make sure that the successfully-formatted hard disk is installed in the
equipment before recording. Steps for recording are presented as follows:

There are three record modes:
Motion Detect: Recording is started when a motion alarm is detected.
Schedule: Recording period can be set, which can be recorded in three modes, namely,
Regular, Detect and Alarm.
Manual: Recording is started manually without a division of alarm and motion detect.
Note: The system default is recorded 24 hours a day. If Motion Detect is required to
set, you shall select Detect in the Schedule and open recording function of a
corresponding channel in the setting ofMotion Detect, as shown below:



④Playback

* After half-an-hour recording, a recording file will be generated, which can be
searched according to the time and played back.



⑤ Channel type

* DVR is a five-in-one hard disk recorders; CVBS / AHD / TVI / CVI will be
automatically identified, when getting access. When accessing a network device, a
corresponding channel type should be selected according to the accessed IPC
equipment.

Note: Channel type switching is not supported for POE recorder.



⑥ Motion detect

*The equipment supports motion detect and motion detect recording; Steps for setting
are presented as follows:
1. Enter the main alarm menu;

2. Select a channel and enable it, then click Advanced

3. Select corresponding setting options as required after entering the interface of
motion detect.



Described definitions of each option are presented as follows:
Sensitivity The higher the sensitivity of the motion detect is, the easier the

motion detect alarm will be triggered.
Region Deployment region is to conduct the motion detect deployment (the

whole area default) in the area of the channel interface;
Period Deployment time is to set the period for opening motion detect;
Interval/Sec. Motion detect trigger interval is to set the interval of next trigger of

motion detect after the trigger of this time (1S default).
Delay/Sec. Delay is to set the time interval for the system to react after the

motion detect trigger (10S default);
Alarm Output Alarm output interface (not supported);
Record
delay/Sec.

Record delay is to set the time interval for recording after the
motion detect is triggered (10S default);

Record Channel Record channel is to set the corresponding channel for recording
after the motion detect is triggered;

Tour Tour is to set the start of tour after the motion detect is triggered;
PTZActivation PTZ is to set the PTZ activation of the corresponding channel after

the motion detect is triggered;
Other Show Message is to prompt the alarm information in the main

menu of the DVR;
Send Email is to send an alarm message to a corresponding
mailbox;
Buzzer is that the DVR beeps;
FTP upload is to upload pictures to the corresponding FTP server.



⑦ Email settings

* The equipment supports to push alarm messages to your E-mail; Before that, you
shall set your email address in advance. Steps for that are presented as follows:
1.Click the right mouse button to select Network Settings for entering the interface of
network settings, and then, select Email to set up your mailbox;

2.Check and Enable it to set corresponding parameters. Described definitions of each
option are presented as follows:
SMTP
Server

SMTP server: Click ▼ to select the corresponding SMTP server
according to the mailbox type;

Port Mailbox access port is 465 default when opening the SSL mode;
Need SSL Whether it's necessary to select SSL encryption; It's checked default;
User Name Email address
Password Password of the mailbox
Receiver Recipient mailbox is a mailbox for receiving alarm messages, which is

the same address of User Name;
Title The content of the alarm messages sent to the mailbox;
Note: You shall check Send Email in the corresponding alarm setting if you would to
have alarm messages pushed;

⑧ Phone app remote control

* The equipment supports P2P phone remote monitoring. You can view and play back
the recordings via your phone whenever and wherever you want after the equipment



is connected to the Internet. Steps for setting are presented as follows:
1.Connect the equipment to a router that is connected to the Internet through the
Ethernet Cable;
2.Click the right button to select Network settings on the DVR menu for entering the
interface of network setting and setting Network. After that, check DHCP Enable to
make DHCP not enable and click Application;

3.Select Phone APP in the interface of network settings and click Cloud1; When Nat
status is displayed Connected, it indicates that the equipment is accessed to the
Internet. If Connecting is displayed, the equipment is not connected to the equipment;
At this time, please reboot the DVR for checking. If Connecting is remained, please
return to the interface of Network to close the DHCP Enable and manually modify
the IP address and Gateway (if the IP address of the router is 192.168.1.1, you can set
the IP Address of the equipment to be 192.168.1 .X; X can be any number of 2-255
and Gateway is 192.168.1.1) of the router.
PS: Danale app is for cloud1, and XVR app for cloud2.



4.When Nat status of the equipment is displayed Connected, you can search and
install Danale app in the Google Play or APP Store on your phone; And then, you can
use the email or phone number for registration and login, as shown below:

5. Click in the central to add the equipment; Select Qr code to add in the bottom of
the interface for entering a Qr code scanning interface; And then, scan the SN Qr code
on the DVR; It will be automatically redirected to the interface of setting the
equipment name; Press OK after entering the equipment name; The equipment added



will be automatically displayed on the main menus of the APP. You can click it for
previewing.



⑨ Computer client remote control

* The equipment supports computer client remote monitoring; You shall add the
equipment in the phone APP before the use of computer client. Steps for operating the
computer client remote monitoring are presented as follows:
1.Type the d.jooan.cc into your browser's address bar for entering into the download
network disk; You can select a corresponding CMS software for downloading
according to systems of different PC ends.

2.Open the DanaCMS client end software after successful installation; Use the
user name and passwords of the equipment that has been added in the phone APP;
The equipment added will be displayed automatically at the right top of the interface,
as shown below:



⑩ LAN access

*The equipment supports access of LAN IP address; Steps for that are presented as
follows:
1.Connect the DVR and the computer to the same LAN.
2.Open the browser and press Enter after typing the IP address of the DVR in the
browser;
3.If a plug-in is prompted to download, please log in again after installing the plug-in.
It will be directly accessed to the login interface, if there is no prompt.

4.The user name and password are the same as that of the DVR; The default user
name is admin with a password;

5.The successful login is as shown in the figure below.



Attached (FAQ):

Question 1: If the DVR cannot be started after booting, what shall I do?
Answer: Possible reasons: 1.Incorrect input power; 2. It fails to be energized normally;
3. The power adapter is damaged; 4. Damaged hard disk damage or damaged hard
disk line.

Question 2: What shall I do if the password for login is forgotten?
Answer: The default user name of the equipment is admin with no password set; If
you forget the passwords you set, please contact customer service with an attachment
of screenshot of data displayed on the interface of DVR; After that, you will receive
the super passwords.

Question 3: What shall I do if the hard disk of the DVR is rebooted after several
minutes of booting or often crashed?
Answer: Possible reasons: 1. The input voltage is unstable or too low; 2. A jumper in
the hard drive; 3. There is a bad sector in the hard disk or the hard disk is crashed; 4.
Poor radiating function, too much dust and the machine is operated in a bad
environment.

Question 4: What shall I do if the DVR fails to identify the hard disk installed?
Answer: Possible reasons: 1. The power cord of the hard drive is not connected; 2.
The data cable of the hard disk is damaged; 3. The hard disk is an error in jumper; 4.
The hard disk is crashed;

Question 5: What shall I do if no display is displayed in the corresponding channel
after accessing to the camera?
Answer: Possible reason: 1. The camera resolution is higher than the maximum



acceptable resolution of the DVR; 2. The software program does not match, please
contact customer service to send the latest firmware upgrade; 3. The image brightness
is changed to 0; It can be restored the equipment to the default setting; 4. No input
signal or weak input signal, please check the connection between the camera and the
DVR.

Question 6: What shall I do if a recording cannot be found in the local playback?
Answer: Possible reasons: 1. The DVR is failed to identify the hard disk 2. Recording
is closed; 3. A firmware program that is different from the original program file is
upgraded; 4. The recording file required has been covered.

Question 7: What shall I do if there is no sound in the monitoring?
Answer: Possible reasons: 1. The audio is closed; 2. The pickup is not matched; 3.
The audio line is damaged.

Question 8: What shall I do if the time is displayed incorrectly?
Answer: Possible reasons: 1. Wrong settings; 2. Bad contact of built-in batteries of the
DVR; 3. Low voltage. You can try to connect the equipment to the Internet. The
device will be automatically updated according to the local network time.

Question 9: What shall I do if PTZ cannot be connected after the hard disk of DVR is
connected to the PTZ function camera?
Answer: Possible reasons: 1. The camera PTZ is failed; 2. PTZ decoder settings,
wiring and installation is incorrect; 3. PTZ settings in the DVR are incorrect; 4. PTZ
decoder is not matched with the DVR hard disk protocol; 5. The camera is set far
away from the DVR machine;

Question 10: What shall I do if the network remote access is unstable?
Answer: Possible reasons: A. Unstable network; B. Conflicting IP address of the
DVR.

Question 11: What shall I do if Device ID not exist is prompted when the phone APP
is adopted to scan QR code for adding?
Answer: Possible reasons: A. Use a wrong APP, please download Danale; B. Scan a
wrong QR code, please scan SN QR code in Cloud2.

Question 12: What shall I do if not all channels can be played during recording
playback?
Answer: Different devices can only support playback of partial channels at the same
time. When other channels are required to be played, it shall cancel the first several
channels defaulted and select corresponding channels for playback.

Question 13: What shall I do if the function of motion detect is not available when
cameras of other manufacturers are accessed after the equipment is switched to the



Internet mode?
Answer: When Onvif IP Camera is connected under the network mode, the motion
detect is not supported.

Attached (after-sales):

E-mail: technicalreply@qacctv.com
Skype: market@qacctv.com

mailto:technicalreply@qacctv.com
mailto:market@qacctv.com
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